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ATLANTA – The Kings have their fair share of emotional players.

But their coach would like to see them control their emotions so they can avoid bickering 

with referees and keep their focus on what is happening on the floor.

That's one reason the Kings ended their six-game trip on a losing note Monday, 

accompanied by their penchant for being unable to close games. 

The Kings lost to the Atlanta Hawks 100-98 at Philips Arena, where Sacramento again failed 
to execute late after things worked well most of the game.

Kings coach Paul Westphal didn't fault his players' effort but wasn't pleased with how easily 

his team becomes distracted by officiating.

"I think we get too caught up with the officials," Westphal said. "We get too caught up if 

something doesn't go our way. We have to let everybody hear about it on the bench. We 
have to grow up and focus our energy on the next play rather than the last play."

Officiating aside, the Kings had their chances to win. They outplayed the Hawks for the first 

three quarters and led 82-73 to start the fourth. 

That's when the game turned in the Hawks' favor.

Atlanta began the fourth with an 18-4 run, but the Kings got back in the game and tied the 

score twice in the final minute.

Tyreke Evans' driving layup tied it 98-98 with 11.6 seconds left, but Evans fouled Joe 
Johnson with 0.6 seconds remaining. Johnson made both free throws for the win.

The Kings went 1-5 on their trip, their longest this season. Aside from being blown out in 

Boston on Wednesday, the Kings were in position to win every game.

A disappointed Westphal acknowledged the Kings "could have" gone 5-1 on the trip but 

knows that results are what matter.

"Could have doesn't mean anything," Westphal said. "You have to find a way to make the 

plays in the fourth quarter, and we haven't been able to do that, for whatever reason."

Guard Beno Udrih said the Kings lose focus when they become preoccupied with the officials. 

In the last two losses of the trip, questionable calls went against the Kings, but they also 

failed to execute on offense and defense at times.

Udrih said it's not as if the Kings aren't being told to stay focused. Some things, however, 

come with maturity.
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"I've tried to mention it to the guys," Udrih said. "Coach mentions it to the guys. It's just 
lack of experience, and you get it during the years in the league."

And the Kings rely on young players to make plays late in games. 

"It is tough," rookie center DeMarcus Cousins said. "We get bad calls, but that's what 

referees do. They can't always make the best calls. Coach is right. We have to play through 

it."

Despite a 9-30 record, the Kings' morale doesn't appear shaken. But there is frustration that 
the team continues to have lapses in concentration.

Westphal believes the effort the Kings have given eventually will lead to wins.

The key is learning how to play through the tough stretches or bad calls and not react by 

failing to guard or reverting to bad habits on offense.

"We need to add a little bit of poise to our mindset to be able to take these games instead of 

walk away disappointed," Westphal said. 
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Follow The Bee's Jason Jones on Twitter @mr_jasonjones, and read his Kings blog and more 

about the team at www.sacbee.com/kings.
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